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DETERMINATION OF THE THEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR
TWENTY AIRFOILS
By I. E. GAREICK
SUMMARY
Thh report gives the theoratic.aldixtributiun ojpremm
a4 lijl coq%i.9rdsof O, 0.6, 1.0, and 1.6 for 20 airfoils,
ca.hlated on the bami of a rigorous potential theoqt of
arbitrary airf0i18. It d80 ~oviah tdkx fTO~ which
the characteristic of the airfoile for any angL9of @ad
in fidimewicndpoteniiu.1*W are reudily calculable.
, The theoreticalvalm of the ang.?aof zero lift, the lifi and
monwni COejikieqtSlad the ideal a@x of aitack are
ltited and .som.ecompariwnw with ezperinund are indi-
caied. Some of the well-known characi%%tia and
properties of airfoih are amoun$edfor in terme of the
theoretical presswredM-ibu#ion curves. (3wrMaiioe de-
dwctti are nuub conixrning the causee of breakdown
of potentti$ow and the e- of the airfoil in wisc0u3
jlow. The rerm?tspresented may be of value in pre-
dicting 8truAmd bad? and&o in a correi?dion of the5-
retid premure gradti &h profi ranktance.
INTRODUG1’ION
Until recently the theoretical distribution of pressure
around airfoils could be determined only for the so-
cdled “theoretical” airfoils. Indeed, only in the par-
ticular case of the Joukows@ airfoils is the calculation
not unduly laborious. (See refereneea 1 and 2.)
The theoretical airfoils, which are defined by speoial
mathematical transformations, have, however, seldom
been employed in practice. Their use in a precise
study of pressure distribution has in fact been due more
to necessity than to desire. The distribution of pres-
sure for mathematically “thin” airfoils (i.e., the airfoil
is represented by the mean-camber line) can be ob-
tained, at least approximately, by the processes given
by Munk, CHauert,and Theodomen (references, 3, 4,
and 5). In another report (reference 6) Thecdorsen
developed a theory readily applicable to arbitrary
airfoils. This theory wag extended by Theodorsen
and Garrick in reference 7, in a report which gives a
unified treatment of the 2-dimensional potential flow
mound airfoils of any shape. The treatments given
in references 6 and 7 avoid approximations in the anal-
ysis, and are referred tc for details of the underly@
theory of the results of the present paper.
The diilerences exhibited by airfoils in potential
flow, as well as the differences between the actual and
ideal oases for a particular airfoil, can, of course, be
critically studied only if the ideal case is known.
Furthermore, it is only on this basis that the assump-
tions of the theory itself can be critically analyzed
and modified. It is therefore believed that an existing
gap in aerodynamieal literature will be, to some
extent, bridged by the publishing in the present paper
of ecmvenient tables and curves of the theoretical
results for a number of commonly used and related
airfoils.
A knowledge of the theoretical distribution of pres-
sure for an airfoil is, undoubtedly, a major factor in
making it ultimately possible to predict accurately the
behavior and efficiency of the airfoil under actual con-
ditions, for the theoretical changes along the snrfaee
from pressure to velocity and from velocity to pressure
are very significant in the determination of the drag
characteristic. Knowledge of the theoretical results
is of considerable value, too, for guiding experim-
ental work whenever the measurements are rather
critical, and such information also direets attention to
the significance and interpretation of diffmences
between theory and experiment.
Unfortunately, because of lack of sufficient accurate
experimental data, comparison cannot be made directly
with wind-tunnel results exeept in a few cases. In
reference 7 an interestingcomparison was given between
theory and experiment of the pressure distribution
around the N .A.C.A.-M6 airfoil at 12 diilerent mgles
of attack. Reference 8 may be referred to for quali-
tative experimental results for five additional airfoils.
A more accurate experimental study of pressure dis-
tributions is in progress at the present time at the
N.A.C.A. laboratories.
A part of the following work was undertaken at the
request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depart-
ment, for use in work on structural loads.
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In makirw the calculations the author was ably
assisted by & Alyce V. Rudeen, of the Committee;s
St@.
SUMMARY OF FORMUL4S USED
The formulas used to obtain the results presented in
the tables and curves are developed in referencw 6 and
7. A sample calculation for the N.A.C.A.-M6 airfoil
with a comparison with experimental results, as well
as explanatory figures and diagrams illustrating the
use of the formulas, is given in reference 7. The
following list presents the symbols employed and their
definitions:
SYMBOL DEFINITION
(1) (z, y) See discuwion of the choice Of axes inn
(4) E
(5) e’
(6) V
(8) h
(9) a
(lo) p
(11) k
(12) +
following paragraph.
2 ti%=p+d~”
where p = 1—
(s) -c)
2sinh~#=– p+~~ Sincey isgen-
erally small for airfoils, the following
equation may be preferable:
sinh+=T& Near the leading (or
m) edge # is given approxi-
J
mately by #= ~ where u is the radius
of curvature at the leading (or trail-
ing’) edge.
See appendi& of reference 7 for method
of evaluation.
Obtained graphically from the e, 8 curve.
(Denotd” $ in reference 7.)
Obtained graphically from”the #,0 curve.
@enoted }% in reference T.)
Angle of attack with respect to the z axis:
The angle of zero lift, given by the value
of Eforo=lr.
eti(1+/)
‘= J(sinh’*+sin%) (1+ *’7
Note: k is independent “of the angle of
attack.
The ratio of the local velocity at the
airfoil surface to the uniform sham
velocity:
(13) :
(14) c
(15) CL
(16) F
(17) M,
(18) &Q
(19) a,
~=k[sin(a+@) +sin(a+@].
The ratio of the local supemtream pres-
suie to the dynamic pressure (the term
“supemtream pressure” is used to
designate the difference of the locrd
pressure and the static pressure in the
undisturbed uniform stream):
2=~.–
()
+ ‘and g=:pv?
!/
The segment of the z axis intercepted by
the airfoil boundary.
The lift coe5cient
C.=l L Sr e$o.—sin(a+fl?)
c
2P c V2
A point designated the ‘{focus” of the air-
foiL We may fit define the complex
constants c1 and Q aa
cl=m~=lll+illl
*O ~
‘:{ #(@) (cog #+i sin+) d~
c%= f&+ ’i&
=:? ii~)(~s 2#+i sin Z+) d+
Then writing
b2#7=l+;2+Q
we have
(
b’= 1+A’2;~’2
)
-I-A2 ‘+ (AJ3, +Z&)z
Then the complex coordinate of F is
~2
zF= (Z+iy)p= mea +—ef(2~~Je$’o
The moment at F is constant for all
angks of attack:
MFE2m P b’ ~sin2(7-/3)
The moment coefficient referred to the
point F:
Chfp=M.~ 4T$ sin 2(7–’f3)
The “ideal” angle of attack:
EN+ET
a~- ——
2
where ~Mand CT denote, respectively,
the values of e at the nose and tail;
i.e., for 0= O and 0= ~, respectively.
The ideal angle of attack for thin airfoils has been
defined by Theodonxm (reference 6) as that angle for
which the front stagnation point is at the leading edge.
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At this angle of attack large velocity gradients at the
leading edge are avoided and the profile drag is at, or
very near, its minimum value. The definition can be
naturally extended to actual airfoils to designate that
angle of attack for which the front stagnation point is
at the foremost edge of the mean-camber line. How-
ever, aapointed out by Theodorwm, the effective mean-
camber @e of a thick airfoil actually alters with
change of angle of attack, and the ideal amgleof attack
for a thick airfoil represents an average of a range of
angles for which the profile drag is very near its
minimum.
PROCEDURE AND ACCURACY OF THE CALCULATIONS
In order to avoid possible confusion it may be well
to state beforehand that the term “chord” is used in
this paper as synonymous with the segment-of the z
axis intercepted by the airfoil. The “standard chord”
in terms of which the airfoil is usually empirically
defined does not, in general, coincide with this above-
deflned chord. The angle between the z axis as chosen
and the standard chord is designated A and is listed
in table I. (See also fig. 1.)
In the procedure of the calculations, the axes of
coordinates are fit chosen in a definite convenient
way, since the ease and rapidity of convergence of
further evaluations depend considerably on the choice
of axes (references 6 and 7). This choice may be made
as follows: If the distance between the leading edge of
the airfoil and the center of curvature of the leading
edge is bisected at E (the coordinaks of E are (2, O)),
and the same is done for the tiding edge at E’ (the
coordinates of E’ are (– 2, O)), then the z b should
pass through EE’ and the origin bisects the distance
EE’. However, smaU vsxiations from tbk partictiar
choice of axis and origin do not noticeably i.nlluence
the ease of calculation? The quantities given in the
headings of table II are directly calculated in terms of
x and y by means of the formulas previously listed.
The angle of attack corresporkling to a given value
of the lift coefficient may be obtained from (15), in
which c is XN—XT, where XN ~d XT denote the abscis-
sas of the leading edge, and tmilhqg edge, respectively.
The moment coefficient C&. may be obtained from
(18), in which the constants b’ and ~ are obtained from
(16) by graphical integration of the # sin ~, # cos ~,
#sin 24, and # cos 2$ curves.
The ordinates of the airfoil are given empirically
to hundredths of a percent of the standard chord for
16 stations of the upper and lower surfaces respec-
tively. The quantities z, y, #,, and o are defined to
the same degree of accuracy. The ~, o curve is thus a
faired curve through 32 points and e (0) is e&mated to
be of the same order of accuracy as #(0). The deriva-
JNotlcs, however,thrttweham chcan them
.9.., th.nxhJthacamotfOIll),.e lwtacon%?R”Yti%&mg%&3::
thesrds~o dbechcom fntheunf nemmmtmindfcatedabove(thishasbeen
donefor theakfoflstreatedhero, for,fianotherM fs &
.lntmt.PmPerIYrelm4tJwmTra .fL.nsiriH%i&e%*w.w
m Mftwfthrfamt to thenewoxb.
tives E’ and ~’, beirqgdetermined graphically, whit of
a possible smill error which, however, causes an error
in k of probably less than 2 percent. The angle of zero
lift, or the value of Efor 8= ~, may perhaps be in error
as much as 15’, but the influence of this possible error
on tlie theoretical pressuredistribution curves for
fixed values of CLis negligible.
The numerical data for the Clark Y airfoil are pre-
sented in table II. The distribution of velocity and
pressure for any argle of attack or at any lift coeffi-
cient, as well as other theoretical characteristics, are
obtained with a *U of effort from M table.
Similar tables for the remainirg airfoils are omitted
here for reasons of economy in printing and also be-
cause it is not known how general the interest in them
will be. They me available on request horn the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
DISCUSSION
Although the airfoils chosen in this paper are mainly
conventional airfoils (fig. 1) and not extremely radical
types, it is nevertheless possible to isolate some of the
individual effects of change of slmpe and compare
these with experimental rcgults. It is believed, ho~-
ever, that future experimental work on radical and
less conventionti shapes, for which the theoretical
results are readily available (see, for example, reference
7, p. 31), will enable the isolation and analy~is of
effects which are probably masked and unemphasized
in conventional types.
We may first make some general comments regard-
ing the curves of theoretical pressuredistribution given
in the following pages. In each figure the abscissa
represents the location of a point of the airfoil surface
in percent chord and the ordinate gives the quantity
P/g, the ~tio of the 10~1 Supemtimm pressureto the
dynamic pressure q. It may be noted that negative
values of p/g are plotted upwards. This is an arbitrary
convention and is made because it is more readily
associated with the upper surface of the airfoil, which
for ordinary angles of attack is the surface of suction
or negative pressure. In @urea 2 to 21, inclusive, it
may be noted that the points of the curves above the
zero, or normal pressure, line represent suction; that
is, velocities, greater than V. Positive ~a,lues of pfq
denote pressures greater than normal static pressure;
i.e.. o< V. The stagnation points at which o= O cor-
respond to ~= 1.
Effect of compressibility.-lh figure 22 there is
shown for convenience a curve of the dynamic pressure
q in inches of water and in pounds of force per square
foot against velocity in miles per hour. The values
given correspond to atmospheric conditions at 2,OOO
feet altitude and 0° C. For the ordinary velocity
range of aircraft, say from 45 to 200 miles per hour, q
varies from about 1 to 20 inches of water. For very
great velocities the effect of compressibility of the air
—-___ .- —:.. —— —— . . . . . Q-
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becomes sig-niiicant amd the potentkd-theory charac-
teristics based on an assumption of incompressibility
may be considerably altered. However, as is pointed
out by Glauert (reference 10), the compressibility of
air has minor influence for velocities under 0.5 the
velocity of sound, or ordinarily about 350 miles per
hour. However, it should be noted that cutcertain
angles of attack the local velocity may be as much as
two or more times the stream veloci~. Thus, for
very great velocities, the strong suction in the region
of the peak pressures may introduce radical changes
in the flow, as the compressibility properties of the
fluid become important. This effect is m.sociatodwith
Mach’s Number (o/c, where c is the velocity of sound in
the medium), and the ordinary Reynolds Number
alone is not a safe criterion for scale effect. The
potential theory yet remains to be properly modified
for the effect of compressibility. Reference 9 gives
some experimental results of the distribution of pres-
sure over airfoils for very high speeds. The maximum
negative pressure (or suction) obtained in this refer-
ence wa9 37 cm of mercury.
Pressure gradients.-l?rom the concept of the ideal
angle of attack we are led to expect that the thinner the
airfoil at the leading edge the greater the velocities
near the leading edge for angles dMerent from ar. This
expectation is coniirrned by the large negative valuea
of p/q attained by the R.A.F. 15 and the N.A.U.A.
0010, 0012, and 2409 airfoils. In particular, the pres-
sure on the N.A.C.A. 0010 reaches –llg for lift
coeifkient CL= 1.5, whereas the somewhat thicker
N.A-C.A. 0012 reaches – 7q at the same lift coefficient.
In practice, the value of C~_ for the N.A.C.A. 0012
is somewhat greater than that for the N.A.C.A. 0010.
Results of force tests of the airfoils treated in this
paper are presented in references 11, 12, and 13.
The large gradient of pressure behind the negative
peak ptiure is very significant for the breakdown of
potential flow. The deceleration of fluid becomes so
rapid that fluid is piled up at the trailing edge and the
flow no longer separates precisely at the truiling edge
but breaks off along the upper surface. The flow along
the lower surface undergoes but little change at high
angles of attack except that, after the breakdown of
potential flow has occurred, the pressure at the trailing
edge may be somewhat negative instead of positive.
The change hwm the front stagnation point to maxi-
mum velocity occurs within a very small space interval,
and all indications are that frictional losses are practi-
cally negligible while the fluid is accelerating, as com-
pared with losses when deceleration occurs. The
fluid follows the surface boundary more easily in the
change from pressure energy to kinetic energy than
vice versa. This fact is also abundantly confirmed by
mperiments with nozzles and venturi tubes. For
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tiOflS used in plTLCtiCS without auxiliary
ADVISORY
devices, a
pressure ratio pig of about – 3 or –4 is the bum
attained. It may be observed here that since the
leading edge of the airfoil and the upper surface near
the leading edge experience very large pressure
gradients, they are critical regions, to be especiallykept
free horn unnecessary protuberances and roughness.
It may be noted in the figures that very large
pressure gradients exist in the region near the rear
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Some effects of oamber.-It may be observed that a
property common to all airfoils is that the negative
valuesof p/g mount rapidly nmr the leading edge on the
upper surface after CL= 1.00 is exceeded. However,
for the highly cambered airfoils, as the R.A.F. 19 and
N.A.C.A. 6512, it may be noted that even for OL= 1.60
the p/g negative peak is but slightly above – 2. These
airfoils are high-lift airfoils, and the lift is well distri-
bu~d over the whole chord. Eowever, they have
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stagnation point, within the shadow of the 100 percent
chord line. The rapid deceleration of fluid as thus
shown to mist theoretically at the trailing edge most
probably does not occur to any such extent in practice.
The flow prob~bly recombines at the trailing edge at
velocities not much below normal, and the pressure
curves are rounded off at a small positive pressure as
shown in the figures. There is in this fact no essential
violation of the Kutta condition for fig the circula-
tion, the primary purpose of which is only to avoid
iniinite velocities at the trailing edge.
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usually unfavorable pitching moments and rather wide
travel of the tauter of pressure, as evidenced by the
theoretical moment coefficients at zero lift, which are
respectively –0.210 and –0.185.
Further effects of camber maybe observed in figures
15, 18, 20, and 21 for the N.A.C.A. 0012, 2412, 4412,
and 6512 airfoils, where in every case the maximum
thicknwa is 12 percent of the chord and the maximum
mean cambers are, respectively, O, 2, 4, and 6 percent
~f the chord. The theoretical moment coefficients
C&pare, respectively, O, – 0.055, – 0.110, and – 0.185.
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The ideal angle, also, increaseawith camber and, hence,
the optimum lift coefficient increases in general with
camber. We may observe that the high-cambered air-
foils, and more especially thin high-cambered airfoils,
me not efficient at low values of the lift coefficient, as is
evidenced by the high negative peaks in the pressure
distribution for zero lift. In fact, the flow around
many &gh-crunbered airfods (for example, the R.A.F.
19) is known to burble on the under surface at low
lift coefficients. Indeed, large gradients of decelera-
tion of fluid may eve~here be associated with de-
crensed ef%ciency. The bringing of pressure gradients
and profile resistance into a precise correlation is a
significant problem for further investigation. A
uniform gradual change from velocity to pressure, as in
figure 2 for the Clark Y airfoil at CL= 0.5, gives prob-
ably the optimum lift distribution and occurs very
nearly at the ideal angle of attack. “
The experimental curves of lift coefficient against
angle of attack for high-cambered airfoils like the
R.A.I?. 19 and N.A.C.A. 6512 are well rounded near
maximum lift, whereas for airfoils like the N.A.C.A.
0010 and R.A.E’. 15 they are likely to be sharp and
jagged (reference 12). The former airfoils lose their
lift rather gradually after maximum lift is attained,
while for the latter airfoils this effect is likely to occur
suddenly.
Effects of thiokness.-In fiegures17, 18, and 19 we
may note some effects of the airfoil thickness. The
N.A.C.A. 2409, 2412, and 2415 airfoils have a common
mean-amber line and maximum thicknesses, respec-
tively, of 9, 12, and 16 percent of the chord. For the
N.A.C.A. 2415 it may be noted that the pressure on
the under surface is generally leas positive than for
the 2412 and 2409. Also, we may observe that at lift
coefficients C.= 1.00 and CL= 1.50 the down gradient
of pressure along the first 15 percent of the chord is
greatest for the 2409, while for the rest of the chord it
is greatest for the 2415, indicating that an optimum
effect for thickness lies perhaps between the extremes
listed, The theoretical slope of the lift curve in-
creases somewhat with thickness, and for the above
airfoils has values of 6.75, 6.90, and 7.10, respectively.
h experimental result that merits closer investigation
is the fact that.after a maximum thickness of about 12
percent is attained, ~ decreases somewhat with fur-
ther increase in thiclmess (reference 1!2). A partial
eqdanation lies in the fact that, ti general, a thicker
boundary layer exists on thick airfoils, decreasing their
aerodynamic eiiiciency. It has, indeed, puzzled some
observers employing various schemes for removing the
boundmy layer that the experimental slope of the lift
curve for infinite mpect ratio often excaeds 2zr,which
is the value given by the approximate thin-airfoil
theory. The a~erage theoretical slope of the curves
of lift against angle of attack for the airfoils listed in
this report is approximately 6.90 01 about 1.10X 2ir.
This value is about 15 to 20 percent greater than the
experimental value of the slope of the lift curve for
idnite aspect ratio, and indicates that the airfoil is in
general from about 80 to 85 percent eflicient with
regard to lift.
Moment properties.-The theoretical moment
M~ is, in most of the cases studied in this paper, from
about 10 to 20 percent greater than the &perimental
value of the moment for zero lift. (See refererws 12
and 13.) On the basis of (16), the position of the focus
F, at which the theoretical moment is constant for all
angles of attack, was calculated and is shown in the
iigures of the airfoils. (See @. 1 and also table I.)
In every case its abscissa is very nearly at 25 percent
of the chord from the leading edge, the maximum for
28[ [ I 1 [ 1 I [ 1 I I 1 f -h
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the airfoils considered being near 27 percent and the
minimum near 24 percent of the chord line. How-
ever, it is important to note that, in general, the ordi-
nate of F does not fall on the chord line but is usually
located at a small distance from it.
The tendency for more constant Centeraf-pressure
properties may be observed in iigure 4 for the U.SA.
27, where the lower-surface pressure curve has a small
inflection or bend. For the N.A.C.A.-M6 (fig. 3),
which theoretically has practically zero travel of the
center of pressure, the double bend on the pressure
curves at zero lift may be observed. Alternate re-
gions of suction and pressurethus exist on ti surface.
The N.A.C.A.-CYK shows the same tendencies to a
lesser degree. The double bend in the pressure-
distribution curves is probably common to most
reflexed airfoils.
COMMITTED FOB AERONAUTICSRFIPOET NATIONAL ADVISORY
Experimental results on the angles of zero lift show
considerable discrepancies and indicate a change with
the Reynolds Number. In general, the consistent
experimental result is obtained that the angle of zero
lift increaaas (algebraically) with increase in the Rey-
nolds Number. For this reason we may only indicate
u comparison with experimental values. The values
listed in table I of this paper consistently fall within
the range of values obtained by experiment and seem
to agree more closely with experimentalresults obtainiid
at moderate Reynolds Numbem (about 2 x 10B) than
with those taken at very large Reynolds Numbers.
This fact should be investigated further.
CONCLUSIONS
The preceding discussion shows that, to a large
extent, the general properties and characteristics of
airfoils, such as effects due to camber, thickneM, or
change of shape, may be accounted for by the theoreti-
cal preasuredistribution curves. The theoretical pres-
sure-distribution curves at definite lift coefficients may
be safely used for structural-load considerations. A
correlation between pressure gradients and prcdile
resistance, affecting the efficiency of the airfoil, has
been qualitatively indicated. Further theoretical and
experimental investigations should be concerned with
the significance of the differences between theory and
experiment.
,,
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COILAKMTDE FOR kONAUTICS,
LANGL13Y l?EDLD, VA., JW32, 1933.
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